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SYNOPSIS: Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl : Elizabeth Swann, her father Gov. Swann, and James 
Norrington rescue young Will Turner from a shipwreck and Elizabeth takes and keeps the Medallion she found on him. Years 
later James Norrington proposes to Elizabeth but she passes out and falls into the ocean summoning the Black Pearl  due to the 
medallion she took from Will Turner years ago touching the water. She is saved by Jack Sparrow who was watching nearby and 
when they come ashore Jack is claimed to be a pirate by a mark on his arm. He tries to escape but runs into Will Turner and they 
end up in a sword duel. Jack ends up getting knocked out is imprisoned. The crew of the Black Pearl  then enters the town in 
search of the medallion and they capture Elizabeth. They bring her onto the ship and she finds out they are all cursed and need 
her medallion and a blood sacrifice to lift the curse. She said her last name was Turner so they think her blood will work for the 
ritual. Will frees Jack from jail when he agrees to help him find Elizabeth and learns that Captain Barbossa of the Black Pearl 
mutinied and left Jack alone on an island with a gun and one bullet but Jack escaped. They steal a ship and recruit a crew from 
Tortuga. They arrive at the Isla De Muerta where the blood ritual fails because Elizabeth is not the child of Bootstrap Bill who is 
Will’s father. Will saves Elizabeth and Jack and his crew are thrown in the brig on the Black Pearl . The Pearl  takes over the ship 
Elizabeth and Will are on where Will agrees to help lift the curse if Elizabeth is set free. The agreement is made but Barbossa 
leaves Elizabeth and Jack on the island he marooned Jack on last time. Elizabeth signals James Norrington’s ship to save them. 
He agrees to save Will if she marries him. Norrington goes back to save Will but Barbossa sends his crew to kill Norrington’s. 
Elizabeth escapes, frees Jack and his crew, and goes to save Will. As Jack fights Barbossa and Elizabeth fights off his crew, Will 
draws blood and catches the coin from Jack, dropping it in the chest and lifting the curse right as Jack shoots and kills Barbossa. 
Jack is ended up captured and sentenced to death back in Elizabeth and Will’s home city. Will saves him from being hanged and 
Elizabeth saves both of them by demanding they be set free. Jack escapes on the Pearl  and Will is pardoned and given a blessing 
by Elizabeth’s father to marry her. 

 
Director: Gore Verbinski 
Studio: Walt Disney Pictures 
Main Actors: Johnny Depp, Keira Knightley, Orlando Bloom 
 
Scene Description: Jack Sparrow is shown standing tall on top of a ship which is then revealed to 
be a tiny boat. He starts bailing water from the boat which has a leak. He looks up as he nears the 
port and see three hanging skeletons with a sign that reads “Pirates Ye Be Warned”. He 
acknowledges the warning and continues in as he steps onto the port seconds before the very top 
of his ship finally sinks under the water. He then strolls into Port Royal, which is where 
Elizabeth Swann and William Turner live  
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